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A b s t r a c t  

This paper considers the general H ~  optimal control problem from a behavioral perspective. A formalization of this 
problem is given that ceparts from the usual Ho~ control paradigm in the sense that system variables of the plant are treated 
in a symmetric way, without distinguishing control inputs, measurements, exogenous inputs and to-be-controlled variables, 
Interconnection variables are introduced and controllers are allowed to constrain the interconnection variables of the plant. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of controllers that achieve an H a  control objective for 
a given linear time-invariant plant. The set of all such controllers is parametrized by means of J-spectral factorizations. 
@ 1997 Elsevier Sciertce B.V. 

Keywords: ~o~ optimal control; Linear systems; Behavioral theory; J-spectral factorizations 

1. Introduct ion exogenous inputs 

The usual formulation of  the g4~o~ optimal control 
problem involves the design of  a control system for a 
generalized plant in which four sets of  signals are dis- 
tinguished. Exogenous disturbances and controls are 
the two sets of  inpul signals. To-be-controlled vari- 
ables and measureme, nts act as the two sets o f  output 
signals of  the plant. The control inputs are typical ly 
generated by actuators and the measurements are pro- 
duced by  sensors. The ~vg~ o~ optimal control problem 
then amounts to synthesizing an operator called the 
con t ro l l e r  which maps the measurements to the con- 
trois so as to achieve an internally stable closed-loop 
system which has minimal ~o~  or L2-induced norm 
when viewed as a mapping from exogenous distur- 
bances to to-be-controlled outputs. The corresponding 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +31 40 247 3577; fax: +31 40 
243 4582; e-mail: s,weiland@ele.tue.nl. 

controls 

to-be-controlled outputs 

measurements 

Fig. 1. Standard control configuration. 

signal-flow configuration o f  the closed-loop system is 
shown in Fig. 1 and is generally accepted as a conve- 
nient and basic starting point for many paradigms in 
control theory. 

In the behavioral theory, it has been advocated that 
the input-output  structure is not a natural starting point 
for many problems in modeling, optimal control, and 
system identification. From a general modeling point 
of  view, the distinction between causes (inputs) and 
effects (outputs) may not always be clear and in fact 
many models derived from first principles are actually 
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not in input-output form. Also for many applications 
in control, the causality structure in the signal-flow 
diagram of Fig. 1 is a suggested one that does not need 
to correspond to the physical reality. 

In this paper we consider a different, and in princi- 
ple more general, approach to the , ~  optimal con- 
trol problem. The main feature of this approach is 
to depart from the input-output and transfer func- 
tion setting of this problem and instead adhere to an 
entirely symmetrical treatment of system variables. 
In particular, we do not distinguish between controls 
and measurements, but instead introduce interconnec- 

tion variables to define the link between plant and 
controller. Furthermore, exogenous disturbances and 
to-be-controlled variables are lumped into ex terna l  

variables through which the controlled system inter- 
acts with its environment. In this setting, a controller 
is no longer a mapping from measurements to con- 
trols, but instead a set of laws which constrain the 
interconnection variables so as to achieve a desired 
control objective. In the framework presented here, 
"control" therefore amounts to restricting the intercon- 
nection variables of a plant. We formalize the general 
~g¢~ optimal control problem in such a setting and 
show that a complete solution can be obtained by us- 
ing well known factorization results. One of the most 
important consequences of this technique is that the 
partitioning of interconnection variables in measure- 
ment and control components is not required prior to 
the synthesis of .~o~ controllers, but may take place 
a posteriori, after the controller has been designed. 

This paper is motivated by earlier work on control 
in a behavioral context [10, 20, 24, 26], and by papers 
on 2/f% J f ~  and [1 optimal control in this formalism 
[2-4, 11-13, 16-19, 25, 29]. The papers [2, 3] con- 
centrate on a state space formulation of this prob- 
lem, whereas [ 17-19] consider polynomial differential 
equations to formalize the . ~  control problem in a 
behavioral framework. In [2, 3, 18, 19] different meth- 
ods are employed to solve the full-information and 
full-control cases and the external variables of the con- 
trolled system are still assumed to be partitioned in in- 
put and output components. Here, we propose a differ- 
ent behavioral perspective to the ovtfo~ control problem. 
We consider the general partial information case and 
we refrain from making assumptions on the partition- 
ing of exogenous and endogenous variables. J-spectral 
factorization techniques are employed to solve the 
Wo~ control problem in this setting. In [12,13], similar 
techniques are used to solve the general J ~ c  optimal 
control problem in a behavioral setting, but in these 
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I ~ I--~q~ 

, -  - - tq0 
Fig. 2. Model for active suspension. 

works the input-output partitioning of signals is still 
assumed. Here, we will generalize these results to al- 
low for a symmetrical treatment of system variables. 
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [30]. 

2. A motivating example 

As a motivating example, consider the controller 
design for an active suspension of a transport vehi- 
cle as described, with slight variations, in [9]. The 
system is depicted in Fig. 2 and modeled by the 
equations 

m 2 q 2 + b 2 ( o 2 - q l ) + k 2 ( q 2 - q l ) - F = O ,  

mlql +b2(ql  - 0 2 ) + k 2 ( q l  - q 2 )  

+kl(ql  - q o ) + F : 0 ,  

where F (resp. - F )  is a force acting on the chassis 
mass m2 (the axle mass ml ). The controller Sc is a de- 
vice that constrains the three interconnection variables 

Wint :~ q2 -- ql 
F 

with q2 - q~ the distance between chassis and axle, 
and ~J2 the acceleration of the chassis mass m2. Let 

Wext := S(qo, q2,q2 - q l , q l  - qo, F )  r 

denote the (scaled) external variables of the system 
where S = diag(S1 . . . . .  $5) is a scaling matrix reflect- 
ing performance requirements. Based on physical 
considerations it seems natural to assume that Wext 
admits a partitioning Wext = (J) where d, the first 
component of Wext, qualifies as exogenous distur- 
bance and the last four components, z, of Wext qualify 
as to-be-controlled output variables. The J¢~  control 
problem then amounts to synthesizing Nc so as to 
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achieve a stable interconnected system in which the 
partitioned external variables satisfy the inequality 

Ilzl12 < ~lllal12 for all dESk2 (2.1) 

where 7 ~> 0 is to be chosen as small as possible and 
the norms are the standard norms in the Hilbert space 
of square-integrable functions. If  we interpret this 
control problem in the context of the configuration of 
Fig. 1, then the controller Z~ is required to be an 
operator mapping selected components of the inter- 
connection variables Wint (called measurements )  to its 
complementary components (called the controls).  
However, for this example, such a partitioning of 
Wint is neither unique, nor obvious. Indeed, the force 
F may be generated by an electrical actuator, which 
makes F a control input to the plant. Alternatively, 
for an hydraulic act Jator, q2 - ql is a more appro- 
priate choice of control input for the plant. Likewise, 
the accelaration 42 also qualifies as feasible control 
input. The interconnection variables 42 and q2 - ql 
are quantities which are relatively easy to measure 
and thus qualify as measurements. In an operator the- 
oretic setting, three standard ~,~¢f~ control problems 
can be formulated in which the controller Z~ is either 
one of the mappings: 

Z~ " (42 q2 - ql )T ~+ F, (2.2a) 

E~ " (F q 2  - -  ql)T ~ 42, (2.2b) 

Xc " (q2 F )  y ~ q2 - q l .  (2.2c) 

Two obvious questicns arise. First, does a particular 
partitioning of the interconnection variables in con- 
troller inputs and outtmts influence the achievable per- 
formance 7? Second, is such a partition necessary to 
synthesize JF~ optimal controllers? 

For this application, the design of an active suspen- 
sion JF~ controller for a tractor-semitrailer, the phys- 
ical parameters are given in Table 1. A feasible set of 
weighting parameters reflecting road, passenger com- 
fort and physical system characteristics, is given in 
Table 2. With these ~pecifications, the transfer func- 
tion of the plant in Fig. 1 is proper 1 if  either F or q2 is 
selected as control input; it is non-proper if q2 - q l  is 
taken as control varia31e. This implies that an -~o~ op- 
timal controller, Eq. (2.2c), cannot be calculated with 
the methods advocated in, e.g., [5]. Within the class of 
stabilizing, proper controllers, Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b), 
the minimal values of 7 for which Eq. (2.1) holds turn 

1 A transfer function G is proper if liml,q~ ~ G(s) < ~ .  

Table 1 
Physical parameters 

ml (kg) m2 (kg) kl (N/m) k2 (N/m) b2 (Ns /m)  

1.5 × 103 1.0 x 104 5,0 x 106 5.0 x l05 5.0 x 104 

Table 2 
Scaling parameters 

S1 32 83 34 85 

250s/~z + 125 125.7s + 1579.1 90 330 5 × 10 -6  
s 2 + 125.7s + 3947,8 

opt 
out to coincide and are given by 7prop = 0.1284. The 
algorithm developed in this paper shows that, within 
the class of stabilizing and possibly non-proper con- 
trollers, Eqs. (2.2a)-(2.2c), the minimal values of  7 
achieving Eq. (2.1) in the controlled system all coin- 

. opt cide and are given by r/non-prop = O.1284. In particular, 
opt opt 

7prop = 7non-prop fo r  t h i s  example. 
The point of this example is that the optimal achiev- 

able ~o~ norm is independent of a partitioning of 
the interconnection variables in controls and measure- 
ments. The example suggests that such a partitioning 
(which corresponds to a choice of  actuators and sen- 
sors) is not required prior to the synthesis of ,~o~ 
controllers but may take place a posteriori, after the 
control system has been synthesized, without compro- 
mising performance. This observation does not only 
have conceptual advantages but is also of great practi- 
cal relevance when costs of sensors and actuators play 
a role in control system design. In comparison, opti- 
mal Jg2 performance levels do depend on the parti- 
tioning of interconnection variables in measurements 
and controls. The minimal achievable ~ 2  norm of the 
closed-loop system obtained by interconnecting the 
system with a proper stabilizing controller, Eq. (2.2a) 
is given by 0.7718. However, this norm is cx~ for any 
proper stabilizing controller of the form, Eqs. (2.2b) 
or (2.2c). We refer to [9, 21, 22] for more details on 
this control problem and for further considerations on 
appropriate selections of actuators and sensors. 

3. System interconnections 

For reasons of exposition, we focus on discrete-time 
dynamical systems in the sequel. The generalization 
to continuous-time systems is straightforward and dis- 
cussed in Remark 5.13 below. 

We follow the basic definition of a dynami- 
cal system in the behavioral theory and consider 
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dynamical systems 22; = (T, W , ~ )  with discrete-time 
set T = 7/, finite-dimensional real-valued signal spaces 
W = R q, q > 0, and behaviors ~ which are linear, 
shift-invariant and closed 2 subsets o f  W T. This class 
of  systems has been a main topic of  investigation 
in the behavioral theory of  linear systems (see, e.g., 
[23]). We will denote this class by kq or l_ if  the di- 
mension of  the signal space is clear from the context. 

It has been shown in [23] that kq admits a 
parametrization by means of real polynomial matrices 
with q columns. Precisely, 22 = (T, W , ~ ) E  ~q if and 
only if there exists L ~> 0, p > 0, and a polynomial 
6)(Z) = ~ L = 0 0 i  Zi with 6)i E ~P×q, such that 

= {w : T ~ Nq[6)(0.)w = 0} = ker 6)(0-). (3.1) 

Here, 6)(0.) is to be interpreted as a polynomial oper- 
ator in the left-shift 0. (i.e., [0.w](t) = w(t + 1 )) acting 
on the signal space (~q)r. 6) is called an autoregres- 
sire (AR) representation of  Z and the rows of  O are 
called the laws of  the system. 

Let 221 = (T, WI × W i n t , ~ l )  and X2 = (T, W1 × 
Wi,t, ~ 2 )  be two dynamical systems with identical 
time sets. Suppose that the signal spaces of  221 and 
222 are Cartesian products which have a common non- 
empty factor Wint, called the interconnection space. 

Definition 3.1. The interconnection of 22j = ( T, Wj × 
Wint, ~ j ) ,  j = 1, 2, is the system 21 R z~ 2 : =  (T~ W 1 × 
W2 x Wint, ~1 V1 ~ 2 )  where 

~1 [7 ~ 2  :~--- {(Wl,W2, Wint)l(Wj,  Wint) E O~j, 

j = 1,2}. (3.2) 

Signals Wint are called the interconnection variables. 

It is important to emphasize that neither the exter- 
nal variables wl and w2 nor the interconnection vari- 
ables Win t are assumed to be partitioned in inputs and 
outputs. Similarly, the causality structure among these 
variables is irrelevant. Note that ~1 M ~ 2  ~- ~1 [-/ ~ 2  
whenever both Wl and W2 are void. I f  we view wl and 
w2 in Eq. (3.2) as exogenous and Wint as endogenous 
variables then Z1 M ~2 induces the system Z1 A X2 = 
(T, W1 × W2,~I A ~ 2 )  where 

~1  /~ ~ 2  : =  {(W1,W2) [ 3Wint such that (Wl,W2,Wint) 

~ n ~2}. 

The following result is standard [23, 24]. 

2 Closed in the topology of pointwise convergence. 

Theorem 3.2 (AR representations of  interconnec- 
tions). Let X1 E ~_q,+qint and Z2 E ~_q2+qin,. Then 
1. 221 [-] z~'2 E ~_ql+q2+qint. 

2. 221 /~ ~-'2 E ~_ql+q2. 
3. I f  ( Oj Oint,j) defines an autoregressive represen- 

tation of  22j, j = 1,2, then 

0 02(0.)  Oint,2(0.) W2 = 0. 
Wint 

is an autoregressive representation of  Z~ M 222. 

Remark  3.3. There exists a natural extension of  au- 
toregressive polynomial representations to rational 
kernel representations of  dynamical systems. Since 
every polynomial O with coefficients in [~pxq is a 
rational function which is analytic for z E C, [z I < l, 
the difference equation O(0.)w = 0 can equivalently 
be interpreted as a convolution equation O • w = 0 
where the convolution kernel ~) : 2 ---+ ~P×q is the 
inverse z-transform of  O. The latter interpretation 
in terms of  convolution kernels allows for general 
rational functions O. 

4. Control objectives 

Let Zl E ~q,+qi., be a given system and suppose that 
222 E [~ qz+qint is a dynamical system that needs to be 
synthesized so as to achieve a certain objective for the 
interconnected systems Z1 M Xz and 2;1 A X2. Following 
standard terminology, we refer to ZI as the plant and 
to 2 2 as the controller. The interconnections Z~ M Z2 
and Z1 A 222 are called controlled systems. 

A control objective is specified in terms of  a min- 
imal and a maximal requirement on the behavior of  
the controlled system. These two requirements are 
meant to specify desirable properties of  the controlled 
system. Roughly speaking, the minimal requirement 
formalizes that the controlled system should be "rich 
enough" in that it contains at least a specified set of  
trajectories. For example, it may be a minimal require- 
ment of  the controlled system that exogenous signals, 
such as references and disturbances, are not restricted 
by the controller. The maximal requirement specifies 
performance of  the controlled system. Since desired 
performance is often quantified in terms of  function- 
als defined on specific signals (like impulse responses, 
step responses, frequency responses or norm-bounded 
disturbances) it seems reasonable to consider subsets 
of  the controlled system behavior to specify perfor- 
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mance. The maximal requirement formalizes the idea 
that a suitable subset of the controlled behavior should 
exhibit desired behavior. We formalize this as follows. 

Definition 4.1 (Control objectives). A control objec- 
tive is a quadruple 

(fl = (~min, '~C¢'min, ~max, ~S¢'max ) 

of subsets of  (~q)V. A controller Xc is said to achieve 
the control objective C for the plant Sp if the behavior 

of  2p/~ 2;o satisties the two inclusions 

~/~min ~ O~ _L_ ~min, (4.1a) 

~ n ,~max C ~St~max . (4 .1b)  

In words, Eqs. (4.1a) and (4.1b) state that a suitable 
extension of the controlled system behavior contains 
at least the trajectoF es specified by ,~fmin and a suitable 
restriction of the controlled system behavior satisfies 
the constraints defined by ~max. Note that the inclu- 
sions, Eqs. (4.1a) :and (4.1b), are dual. It is shown 
in [ 16] that stabilization questions and various control 
problems such as the ~¢t~2, (1 and the LQ optimal con- 
trol problem, can be cast in terms of the inclusions, 
Eqs. (4. la) and (4. l b). In this paper we will focus on 
the ~t~oo control problem. 

4.1. The ~ con~.rolproblem 

The )ff~ control problem is formalized in this set- 
ting as follows. Let (2 + denote the space of square 
summable trajectories w : 2 ~ Nq which vanish for 
t < 0. Let Q = QT be a real symmetric full rank in- 
definite matrix of  dimension q x q and suppose that 

Q=Q+ -Q- ,  

where Q+ ~> 0 and Q_ >I- 0 are such that q+ := rank Q+ 
and q_ := rank Q_ satisfy q+ + q_ = q. Given such 
a Q, the J t ~  control objective C~  is defined by the 
quadruple 

~min : =  Q-f[, (4.2a) 

~min : =  ~ ; ,  (4 .2b)  

~max := d +,  (4.2c) 

~max : =  {W E d2 + I _--]C > 0 such that (w, Qw) 
>~e(w,w)}, (4.2d) 

where (., .) denotes the standard inner product in the 
space of square surnmable sequences. 

Definition 4.2 (The ~ control problem). For 
a given plant Sp E ~_q+qint the ~ control prob- 
lem amounts to finding a controller 2c E [1- qi~t which 
achieves the control objective C~  for the plant Xp. 

Hence, relevant signals to specify the o~fo~ con- 
trol objective consist of  the Hilbert space of square 
summable trajectories with left bounded support. 
This Hilbert space is equipped with an indefinite 3 
inner product (.,.)Q defined, for w1,w2Ed;, by 
(Wl, W2) Q "= (w2,Qwl) to specify performance ob- 
jectives. In the theory of indefinite inner-product 
spaces [1] a subspace of E + that is contained in 5em~x 
is called stricly positive. The ~o~ control problem 
therefore amounts to achieving a controlled system 
behavior ~ whose (2 trajectories constitute a strictly 
positive subset of ~+ and which is rich enough in the 
sense that it includes all (+ trajectories in ~ + ~min. 

Remark 4.3. A non-strict version of the ~ control 
problem is obtained by taking e = 0 in Eq. (4.2d). 
However, we will not treat this case here. 

4.2. Comparison to the standard ~ problem 

The standard input-output formulation of the H ~  
control problem refers to Fig. 1 in which the external 
variables are partitioned in exogenous inputs d and 
to-be-controlled outputs z. Likewise, interconnection 
variables are partitioned in measurements y and con- 
trois u. The ( subop t ima l ) ) f~  control problem then 
amounts to fnding a proper transfer function mapping 
y to u such that the closed-loop system is stable and 
for someE > 0 

72Hdi12-'lzl]2= ( ( J ) ' (  72100 - I )  ( d ) )  

>/elldll~ (4.3) 

for all dE dr. The constant 7 > 0 is then an 
upper bound of the )ff~ norm of the closed-loop 
transfer function. See [5] for a detailed account on this 
problem. Our formulation in Definition 4.2 differs 
in various aspects from this standard input-output 
formulation: 
1. In our setting all signals are treated in a symmet- 

ric way. This implies that causality and properness 
constraints are not imposed either on the plant or 
the controller. Both the controller and the plant are 
modeled as a set of (behavioral) equations and the 

3 This means that there exists w I, w" E •2 +, w', w" ~ 0 such 
that (w', Wl)Q > 0 and (w", W')Q < O. 
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controlled system is naturally defined as the solu- 
tion set of both sets of equations, in particular, this 
enables the use of non-proper "weighting filters" 
which are often desired in J{~:~ control designs 
where frequency response shaping is necessary. 

2. The inclusion, Eq. (4.1b), with Eqs. (4.2c) 
and (4.2d), corresponds to Eq. (4.3) with Q =  
diag(T2/,-I) .  However, in the absence of an 
input-output partitioning, we allow for general 
full-rank-indefinite matrices Q to specify -~¢~ 
performance of the controlled system. In contrast 
to the standard 24~ control problem, the ques- 
tion of existence of controllers that achieve ( ~  is 
therefore not necessarily a one-parameter search 
problem in 7. 

3. By taking a suitable basis of Nq, Eq. (4.1b) is 
2 equivalent to t lw+ 112 - I Iw- II 2 >. e211 w l l  2 where w = 

(wr+ w T - )v is partitioned in a basis of eigenvectors 
corresponding to positive and negative eigenvalues 
of Q. In such a partition, Eq. (4.1a) implies that 
the component w+ qualifies as input in the sense 
that it is a free variable in ¢+. In contrast to the 
standard .~,~ control problem the qualification of 
free variables in the controlled system is a conse- 
quence of the control objective (5~, i.e., of Q. (We 
will prove this statement below.) 

4. Internal stability of the controlled system is not 
formalized as an inpu>output concept in our set- 
ting. It is shown in Theorem 5.2 below that the 
constraints, Eqs. (4.1a) and (4.1b), on the (2 tra- 
jectories of  the controlled system actually imply {2 
stability in an input~utput sense. 

5. In the standard input-output setting an Jg~o~ con- 
troller is a mapping from dim(y) inputs to dim(u) 
outputs. Such a controller imposes, in some 
well-defined sense, dim(u) independent constraints 
on the interconnection variables (u, y). This num- 
ber is fixed a priori in the standard formulation but 
is unspecified in our formulation of the .;/{~ con- 
trol problem. We will see that all controllers that 
achieve Ooo, whenever they exist, have the same 
number of independent control laws. This number 
is defined by Zp and Q only. See Remark 5.11. 

5. Solution of the ~ , ~  control problem 

In this section, the first two results characterize 
¢2-behaviors of dynamical systems and the ~oo con- 
trol objective, Eqs. (4. la) and (4. lb). We then present 

a complete solution to the ~g'~ control problem in 
terms of J-spectral factors. 

Throughout this section, we identify an element 
w C ¢+ with its restriction w][o,oo) E ¢2(Z+, Nq) and 
naturally embed ¢2(7/+,Nq) in the Hilbert space 
¢2(z, Rq). Denote by ~ the z-transform ~ ( z ) =  

OC --I 
~ t=-o~  w(t)z  of w C/2 and let o ~  and (~° 2 be the 
(normed) spaces of complex vector-valued functions 
that are, resp., bounded and square integrable on the 
unit circle z E C, Iz] = l. The Hardy space Jg, 2 con- 
sists of those elements in ~ 2  which have bounded 
analytic continuation outside the unit circle (includ- 
ing oc). The Hardy spaces . ~ +  and J f ~  consist 
of those elements of  5( '~ which have bounded ana- 
lytic continuation in Iz] > 1 and Iz] < 1, respectively. 
The prefixes ,~ and o~ will be used to denote ratio- 
nal elements and units, respectively. C+ := {z E C I 
Izl > 1} U {oct. 

The (2-behavior of  a dynamical system Z = 
(7, Rq,aM)E ~-q is defined as aM n ¢2 +. The restriction 
aM N ¢2 + is in general not injective. That is, there are 
systems U,  X" E [q whose behaviors are unequal and 
satisfy aM' N ¢2+ = aM" N ~2+. It has been shown in Ref. 
[28] that in that case the difference between aM' and 
aM" amounts to unstable and uncontrollable dynamics. 
The f2-behavior of Z E ~_q can be characterized as an 
f2-system in the sense that :~ N ~+ can be represented 
as the kernel or as the image of an analytic operator. 

Theorem 5.1 (Representations of ~2 behaviors). Let  
= (T, Nq,aM) E l_q. Then there exists O, ~ E a / ~ +  ~ ' oG 

such that 

aM n ¢ ;  ~--- aMker(O) : =  {W E ¢2+ I O1~ = 0} (5.1) 

= J-'~im(I//) : =  {W E ¢2 I ~ E I//-~2}, (5.2) 

where 0 and 7 j are viewed as multiplicative operators 
J~2 - - -+  Jt~2 • Moreover, 0 and 7 ~ can be chosen to 
have Jidl row and f id l  column rank, respectively. 

Proof. Infer from [28, Theorem 5.7] that there 
exists O o E ~ o  such that aM N t'2+={wE{2+l 
Oo~ = 0}. Let O0 = tp 10 be a left-coprime 
factorization of Oo over ~ # ¢ + .  Then Oo~ = 0 
implies that tPOo~b = O~  = 0. Conversely, if Og, 
= 0 then also O0~ = ~ 1 ~ = 0. Hence, ker O = 
ker Oo from which we conclude that Eq. (5.1) holds. 
The existence of image representations, Eq. (5.2), 
is proven in [28, Theorem 6.7]. [] 

Theorem 5.2 (Characterization of 6'~) .  Let  Z = 
(Y, Rq, aM)El_q and let g:~ be as defined in 
Eqs. (4.2a)-(4.2d). Suppose that a fu l l  row rank 
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0 E ~ Y f +  and fuli' column rank tI' E ~ f +  are 
such that M n d + = ~ k e r ( ( 9 )  = ~im(I /~)  - Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

1 {.C~mi n C ~ Jr- ~min and ~ ~ ~max C ~rnax. 
2. (gQ-IO~ < 0 on the unit circle, (9Q+~2 c_ 

OQ ~Y2 and rank (gQ_ = rank Q_. 
3. q'~Q~/' > 0  on the unit circle, kerQ+TC_ 

ker Q_ ~ and rank Q+ g' = rank Q+. 

Proof.  Let U + E N  ~-xq and U _ ~  q-Xq be sur- 
jective matrices such that Q+ = uTu+ and Q_ = 

UT_U_. As Q is invertible we have that U := (uc_ - )  

is invertible. Let V = U ~ be partitioned confor- 
mally with U as V =-- (V+ V ) and infer that Q-1 = 
v+ - v_ v! .  

1 =~ 2: Suppose that 1 holds. Then for all w E 
n (  +, 

= <w, uT+ U+w) - (w, US U_w) 

= <w+,w+> - <w_,w_> > dw, w>, (5.3) 

wheree  > O , w + =  U + w a n d w  = U w. Moreover, 
for all w E ~ N (+,  

(5.4) 

where (9+ := (gV+ and (9_ := (gV_. (9_ is injec- 
tive as O ~ = 0 implies that (0 ,w_)  E U ( ~  A ( + )  
which, using Eq. (5.3), yields that ~ _  = 0. Con- 
sequently, rank OQ__ = rank (9_ = rank Q_. Fur- 
thermore, Eq. (4.1a) implies that for all v+,v_ C ~ 2  
there exist ( w + , w _ ) C  U.~ and y C 24°2 such that 
v+ = ~+  and v_ == ~ _  + y. In particular, d +C_ 
U+~,  i.e., ~+  in Eq. (5.4) is a free variable in 
~X~2. But then O+W2 C - (9-YK2 or, equivalently, 
(gQ+~fz c_ (gQ-2,~Yz. As (9 has full row rank and (9_ 
is injective, (9_ must be square and invertible as a ra- 
tional function. Moreover, by injectivity of  (9_, for all 
~+  E ~4~2 there exists a unique ~ _  E oYf2 such that Eq. 
(5.4) holds. Stated otherwise, there exists a mapping 
H : d4fz --~ Yf2 such that ~ _  = H ~ +  if  and only if 
(w+, w_ ) satisfies Eq. (5.4). Clearly, H = - ( 9 - ~  (9+ 
and H ~ ~d4¢ + .  Substitution in Eq. (5.3) yields that 

( ~ + ,  (I  - H ~ H ) ~ + ' ;  > 0 (5.5) 

for all 0 ~ u?+ E J/t'¢2 . Consequently, on the unit circle 
we have that H ~ H  < I or, equivalently, HH ~ < I. 
But then 

(9Q-'(9~ = (9(v+v~_ - v_vT_ ) o  ~ 

= 0 + 0 ~  - O _ O C  

= O_(HH ~ - I ) O _  ~ < 0 (5.6) 

on the unit circle. 
1 ~ 2 :  Suppose that statement 2 holds. Then 

for all @+ E ~ z  there exist @_ E ~t°Z such that 
O+@+ + O_@_ = 0. The inclusion, Eq. (4.1a), then 
immediately follows. Since rank O_  = rank OQ_ = 
rank Q_ we must have that (9_ is injective. But 
then ug_ E ~4~z is uniquely determined by ~+ E ~Y2 
so that there exist a mapping H:~/Ez --~ ~ 2  with 
the property that @_ = H@+ if and only if  (w+, w_ ) 
satisfies Eq. (5.4). Since (9 has full rank, (9_ is nec- 
essarily square and invertible as a rational function. 
Hence, H = _(9-1(9+ and Eq. (5.6) implies that 
HUH < I on the unit circle, so that Eq. (5.5) holds 
for all 0 ¢ ~+ E J fz .  The latter implies the existence 
of  c > 0 such that Eq. (5.3) holds which in turn is 
equivalent to Eq. (4.1b). 

The equivalence ( 1 ¢=> 3 ) is the dual of  ( 1 ¢=> 2) and 
is proven in a similar way. We omit the details. [] 

We return to the d/g~ control problem. Infer 
from Theorem 5.1 that the (2-behavior of  the plant 
~p E ~_q+qint admits a kernel representation ~Mker(Op) 
where (gp E s9~¢ ~+ has full row rank, say p, and is 
partitioned as 

(gp = ((gext (gint) 

with Oext and (gint of  dimension p x q and p x 
qint, respectively. Likewise, the (z-behavior of  a con- 
troller Zc E Lq'°~ can be represented as ~ker((9¢) where 
(9c e ~ Z .  Since (~p Iq .~ )  n (2 + = (~p N (2 +) Iq 
(Bc CI ( + )  the &-behavior of  the controlled system 
Zp M Zc is represented by 

( (gext (gint) (5.7) 
ff~full : z  ~ker  0 (9c ' 

In this setting of (z-behaviors, the )fo~ control prob- 
lem thus amounts to synthesizing (9c, given (gp, so as 
to achieve the objective C a .  A simple necessary solv- 
ability condition for this problem is given as follows• 

Theorem 5.3. Let ~ker((gext Oint) be the (z-behavior 
o f  the plant Zp E ~q+qint. Then there exists a con- 
troller Zc E [q,n, which achieves (P~ for ~p only i f  

~ker((gext  ) ~ ~ . . . .  

Proof.  Let the controlled system behavior ~ '  = 
~p  A ~c  satisfy Eqs. (4.1a) and (4.1b). Define .~'  := 
{Wext E ~2 + I (Wext, 0)  E "~full}. Then ~ '  _C -~ A d~ma x 
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and thus satisfies N~C_5~rnax. NOW infer from 
Eq. (5.7) that B '  = ~ker(6}ext) which yields the 
result. [] 

Note that ~ker(6}ext) consists of those external f2 
trajectories WCxt for which (Wext, 0) belongs to the ~2 
behavior of the plant. Theorem 5.3 therefore states that 
strict positivity of this set is a necessary solvability 
condition for the ~o~ control problem. We make the 
following assumption. 

Assumption 5.4. Oext(z) and Oint(Z) have, respec- 
tively, full row and full column rank for all z E C+. 

The interpretation of this assumption is that the two 
sub-systems ~ke~ (Oext) and Nim (Oint) admit input- 
output representations which are minimum phase. The 
next step is to relate the necessary solvability condi- 
tion of Theorem 5.3 to J-spectral factorization theory. 
The existence of J-spectral factors will be a key step in 
transforming the ~ control problem into an equiva- 
lent, but simpler, problem in which Oe×t is replaced by 
the identity. All solutions to the x4¢~ control problem 
are then generated by solving the latter problem. Let 
Jr, ~ denote the signature matrix Jr, ~ := diag(L, -I~).  

Theorem 5.5. Let 6} E ~7~+o~(pxq) have rank p for 
allz E C+, andlet p + = p - q _ .  Then '~ker(6}) C ~'°ma x 
if  and only i f  there exists W E ~ll~ +pxp such that 

6}Q-16}N = Wdp+,q_ W ~, (5.8a) 

6}'Q+d~ 2 C O t Q _ ~ 2 ,  (5.8b) 

rank O'Q_ = rank Q_, (5.8c) 
where O' := (0 Iq ) m - l o .  

Proof. (4=) Suppose such a W exists. Define 6}~ := 
(0 Iq_ )6}" and 0 " =  W-16}. Then 6}', 0 "  E ~ Y f  + 
and we obtain from [28, Theorem 5.5] that ~ker(O) = 
,¢~ker(6} tt) C ~ker(6}t). By Eq. (5.8a), 6},Q-16),~ = 
-Iq_ < 0 on the unit circle. By Theorem 5.2, it 
thus follows that Nker(O) G ~ker(6} t) C ~max, as 
desired. 

(=~) Let U+, U_, V+ and V_ be defined as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.2. Define O+ := 6}V+ and 6}_ := 
OV_. Then w E ~ker(6}) C ~°ma x iff w+ := U+w and 
w_ := U_w satisfy 

O+;b+ + 0 _ . 9 _  = 0, (5.9a) 

(w+,w+) - (w_,w_)>~e([[w+[[ 2 + IIw_[] 2) (5.9b) 

for some e > 0. Observe that O_ must be injective as 
an operator on ~ 2 .  Indeed, O_ff_  = 0 implies that 
(0,w_) E U~ker(O) which, using Eq. (5.9b), yields 
that ~_  = 0. Hence, using Hermite forms and the fact 
that O has full rank as a rational matrix, there exists 
UI E q / ~ +  such that 

 1°(o °) 
where rank 0 2  = q_. Since O(z) has constant rank 
for z E C+, also O~_(z) has constant rank for z E C+ 
which yields that 0 2  E '~//oYf + .  Consequently, U2 := 
diag(I, (O ~_ )-1) C d~,~+ and 

Oo:=u2ul(o+ o_)=( °' 0) 
O 2 I ' 

where 01(z)  will have rank p+ for all z E C+. Using 
Eq. (5.9b), it follows that ( ~ + , ( I -  O~'O2)~+) > 0, 
for all non-zero ~b+ E ker O1. Stated otherwise, 

11(02 +POl)]kerO, ]loc < 1 

for any P E Lfo~ of appropriate dimension. Since 
rank Ol(z)  = p+ for all z E C+, O1 is surjective as 
a mapping from -Y~2 ~ ~'4'~2. It is well known from 
the solution of the so-called two-block or unilateral 
model matching problem (see, e.g., [5, 15]), that then 
there exists P E ~ g f  + such that 

11(O2 q-P6}l)][oc = 11(O2 -]-P6}l)lkerO,[]oc < 1. 

Now, infer from (a transposed version of) [7, Theorem 
2.4] (or [6, Theorem 3.1]) that there exists U E ~//gf ~+ 
such that 

6}OJq+,q 6}~ = UJp~,q_ g ~,  

where U11, the upper-left p+ x p+ block of U, 
belongs to q / ~ + .  But then W := U[ - 1 U f I U  be- 
longs to ~//A, ~+ and has the required property, Eq. 
(5.8a). Next, consider 6}~. Substitution of W yields 
that rank6}'Q_ = rank(0 Iq_ )U-l(O Iq_ ) T = q_, 
which shows Eq. (5.8c). Finally, to prove Eq. (5.8b), 
it suffices to prove that for all ~+ E J~tt'2 there exists 

W-- C ~ 2  such that 

(6}1 0 )  ( 1~+ ) 
(0 Iq )U -1 6}2 ~_  = 0. (5.10) 

To see this, let ~+ E ~ 2 ,  V = U -~ and partition U 
and V conformably with 6}o. Since UI~ E ~ / ~ +  and 
V221 = U22 - U21 Ull I UI 2, it follows that Vzz E ~//,;4 ~+ . 
Thus, ~_  := - [ V ~  1V216}1 + 6}2]~.b+ belongs to '~2 
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and one easily checks that Eq. (5.10) holds. This com- 
pletes the proof. [] 

The expression, Eq. (5.8a) is called a J-spectral 
factorization of (9Q-10~. It has been shown in 
[6] that spectral factors W E q/~'~+ satisfying Eq. 
(5.8a) are unique ul:, to multiplication by constant 
matrices M which satisfy M*Jp+,q_M = Jp+,q. 
Moreover, in the sa~e paper it is shown that when- 
ever Eqs. (5.8b) and (5.8c) hold for one solution 
W E Y / ~ +  of Eq. (5.8a), then these conditions hold 
for all such solution,s. Clearly, this property facili- 
tates the verifiability of the factorizability conditions, 
Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c). It should be emphasized that it 
cannot be inferred from Theorems 5.2 and 5.5 that 
(9Q-10~ < 0 if ~ k e r ( ( 9 ) C  ~gt~max . As a matter of 
fact, (gQ-| 0 ~ has pe  positive eigenvalues on every 
point of the unit circle. The proof of the ' if '  part of 
Theorem 5.5 shows that (gt defined in Eqs. (5.8a)- 
(5,8c) has an interesting system theoretic interpreta- 
tion: if ~iJker((9) C_ ~rrax then N '~ := N'ker((9') has the 
property that ~ '  + ~min --~ ~4'min, ,~t rl ,~max C ~max, 
and N~ is a proper superset of ~ker(O)- That is, 
~ke r (O  t) is an extension of a strictly positive sub- 
space that satisfies both the inclusions, Eqs. (4.1a) 
and (4.1b). 

Corollary 5,6. Let ~ker((gext (gint) represent the f2 
behavior of the plant Sp E [1_ q+qint . Then the ~ f  ~ con- 
trol problem admits a solution So E ~_qi,t o n l y  i f  there 
exists W E ° l l~  + such that Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) holds 
with (9 = (9~xt. 

' ,~ker(Oext) C ~.,C/Tma x is a nec- Proof. By Theorem :.3, 
essary condition for solvability of the 9 f ~  control 
problem. Theorem 5.5 with (9 = (gext, then yields the 
result. E 

Suppose that the necessary condition of Corollary 
5.6 holds. That is, suppose there exists W E ~ ' J f +  
such that Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) hold with O = O~xt. 
The following result then reduces the solution of the 
general ~ ' ~  control problem to the solution of an ~/f~ 
problem in which Oe~t = I. Define Qt = Jp . . . .  = 
Q~_ - Q~_ where Q~ := (~ ~) has rank p+ and Q'_ = 

00 (o I) s -  has rank q_. Define the control objective C~ 
by the quadruple 

~ t i n  :~- Q~_(+, (5.11a)  

' ~ ,  (5.11b) ~,C~mi n : ~  

~nax  :~- ( ; ,  (5.11C) 

~'~maxt :=  {W E (2 + 13¢ > 0 such that (w, Q'w) 

>~e(w,w)}. (5.1 ld) 

Theorem 5.7 (Reduction theorem). Let ~ker 
((gext (gint) represent the (2 behavior of the plant 
Sp E [ ] q + q ~ . t  and suppose there exists W E ~li~ + 
such that Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) with 6) = (gext. Define 
X~ := (T, RP+q%CCp) with 

I 
~ p  :=  ~ker ( I  IPint), Tint :=  w- l (g in t  

and let Sc E U- q °̀t be an arbitrary controller. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. X~ achieves the ~ control objective C~ for the 

plant Xp. 
2. Xc achieves the ~oo control objective (9 ~t for the 

t plant Xp. 

ProoL Variations of this result have been derived 
at many places. See, for instance, [12, Lemma 4.1.5; 
7, Theorem 2.6] or [15, Lemma 5.4]. [] 

The oct~oo control problem is therefore solved if there 
exists a controller Xc ~ Ik q'"t which achieves the objec- 

t tive C~ for the plant Xp. Consider 

Jff'~ext : z  {Wex t E (+ ] ~Wint such that (Wext, Wint)E ~-@;}. 

By construction, Nex t admits an image representation 
of the form 

• ~ext = ~ im(  I/tint ). 

By Theorem 5.1, the (2 behavior of any controller 
Xc E l_q'"' also admits an image representation of this 
form, i.e., for all Xc E []_qm. there exists Tc E ~ / ~ +  
such that 

~ c  n ( ;  = ~im(I//c).  

It is then easily seen that the interconnection 
! 

;=  ~ p  /~ ~ c  ~- ~im(l//int lit/c) - 

That is, the behavior of the interconnection admits an 
image representation that is simply the product of littin t 
and Tc. The problem to find Tc, given Tint, such that 

satisfies the ~ control objective C~ is solved as 
follows. 

Theorem 5.8. Let Assumption 5.4 hold and suppose 
there exists W E ~ ~ +  satisfying Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) 
with 6) = Oext. Let r_ = qint - -  P+. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
1. There exists a controller Xc E ~_q~°t which achieves 

the 4foo control objective C~ for the plant U p" 
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2. There exists V ~ ~#~+ such that 

7~~Q'7 s = V~Jp_,r V, (5.12a) 

ker Q~_ 7 ~' c_ ker Q'_ 7 ~', (5.12b) 

rank Q+ ~ '  = rank Q+ (5.12c ) 

where 7 ~ = ~Pint and ~g' = 7~v-l(Ip+ 0) r. 
Moreover, in that case all controllers achievin9 the 
,;g/~ control objective C~ for Xp are #iven by ~c = 
~ i m  ( t/tc ) where 

~e~ w -~ u ~ ,  llUll~ < 1. 

(5.13) 

Proof. 2 ~ 1: Suppose that statement 2 holds. Let 7~c 
be given by Eq. (5.13) with U = 0. Then ~c ~ ~og(~+ 0(3 
and ~w : =  ttVintt/Jc has full column rank. Infer from 
Theorem 5.2 that Xc := (T, ~qint,~im(~lr/c) ) achieves 

/ 6 "  for the plant Zp. 

1 ~ 2: Let a full column rank 7~c ~ ~ +  be such 
that ~Mim(7~c) represents the (2 behavior of a controller 

~/ / ~ i m  ( t//int t/Jc ) and that achieves (Coo for Zp. Let ~3 := 
put ~ = ~t~tint . Then 

t _ t _ ~ t  
5~mi . C ~ + ~min C ~im(7 ~) + ~rnin" (5.14) 

Define 7~+ := (Ip+ 0)7 ~ and 7 ~_ := (0 Iq )7C The 
inclusion, Eq. (5.14), implies that for all ~+ ~ ~ 2 ,  
there exists v ~ ~ 2  such that ~+ = 7~+v. Consequently, 
7/+ is surjective as a multiplicative operator ~'~2 --+ 
Y~2. Since ~u has full column rank as a rational matrix, 
there exists U, ~ ~ . ~ +  such that 

t / / + V  1 = (~tt~_ 0) ,  

where 7~ is square with rank p+. Moreover, since 
W -1 ~ ~ J t  ~+, Assumption 5.4 implies that 7~(z) = 
w-l(z)Oint(Z) has full column rank for all z ~ C+. 
Hence, ~u+ ~ ~#~4~+ so that, with U= := d i a g ( ( ~ ) -  ~, 
I)7~U~U2 takes the form 

(TJ+) (I 0 ) 
I/JO : =  ~ Ul  U2 = i/.t 1 itzt 2 , 

where 7'2(z) will have rank r_ for all z E C+. Let 

U 2 1 u l l ~ c  = ( ~ C , I  ~ 
~Pc,2 ] 

be partitioned conformably with g0. Using Eq. (5.14), 
it follows that ~uc,l is surjective. Since ~c has full 

column rank, it follows that 7~cA E ~ . ~ .  Conse- 
quently, ~im(U2 1 U / l  ~c) = ~im((I 7~c2) v) SO that 

1 . ~ . 

As ~ C 5Ptmax, it follows that 11~1 + 7~2~'c,211~ < 1. 
Infer from this and [6, Theorem 2.4] that there exists 
UE~#.~ + such that ~ Q ' 7 %  = U~Jp..r U and 
U22, the right-lower r_ x r_ block of U, belongs 
to ~ , ~ + .  But then V := UU2 -1U~ 1 belongs to 
~ f +  and satisfies Eq. (5.12a). Next, observe that 
rank Q~_~ = rank(Ip, O)U-l(lp~ 0 )  T = p+, which 
yields Eq. (5.12c). Finally, let Z := U I be parti- 
tioned conformably with ~P0. As in the proof of The- 

o?/~+ orem 5.8, Eq. (5.12b) is equivalent to Zll C -.... ~.  
Since Z~ 1 = Ull - U12U~ t U:I and U22 E o?,,~'+, it 

~+ follows that ZI~ E ~ . ~  and the proof is complete. 
The last statement can be found in [7, Theorem 2.4] 

or [6, Theorem 3.2]. [] 

The complete solution to the -~((~ control problem 
can now be summarized from the previous results. 

Theorem 5.9. I f  Assumption 5.4 holds, then there 
exists a controller Xc E Q-q'°' which achieves the 
control objective 5 ~  for the plant Xp if and only 
if  there exist J-spectral factors W C ~1o~+ and 
V C ' ~ +  such that Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) with 6) = 
6)~×t, and Eqs. (5.12a)-(5.12c), with 7 ~ = ~im, 
hold. In that case, Eq. (5.13) parametrizes all such 
controllers. 

Proof. The only if  part and the last statement are im- 
mediate from Corollary 5.6, and Theorems 5.7 and 
5.8. To see the if  part, let Assumption 5.4 hold and 
let W, V satisfy the hypothesis. Then, by Theorem 5.8, 
there exists Xc E k qm' which achieves (5~: for Zp. But 
then, by Theorem 5.7, Xc also achieves C(:~ for Xp, 
which yields the result. [] 

Remark 5.10. The controllers, Eq. (5.13), can be syn- 
thesized by means of fast numerical calculations which 
exploit the relation between the J-spectral factors W 
and V in Eqs. (5.8a)-(5.8c) and (5.12a)-(5.12c) and 
solutions to algebraic Riccati equations. This relation 
is well known and documented in, e.g., [7, 8, 12, 14]. 

Remark 5.11. We emphasize that the numbers p+ 
and r_ which appear in the spectral factorizations are 
determined by Q and Zp only. All .;¢d~ controllers, 
Eq. (5.13), achieving the control objective 6~: for 
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Zp define r_ independent constraints on the intercon- 
nection variables Wi:at. It has been shown in [23] that 
any such controller admits a representation in input- 
output form where p+ components of  wint are free 
variables (which qualify as inputs of the controller) 
and r_ components of Wint are bound variables (cor- 
responding to the outputs of the controller). These 
input-output representations need not be unique, but 
the dimensions p+ and r_ of their input and output 
spaces are. This means that there are many transfer 
functions describing the input-output behavior of the 
controller, some of them are proper, others not. See 
[23] for details. Two important conclusions can be de- 
rived from this. First, the number of sensors and ac- 
tuators to solve the ~;4~ control problem is uniquely 
determined by the control objective (¢~ and the plant 
~p and is given by p+ and r_,  respectively. Stated 
otherwise, all controllers that achieve the objective 
(9o~ define precisely r_ independent restrictions on the 
interconnection variables. Secondly, all controllers, 
Eq. (5.13), define a regular interconnection in the 
sense that there exists to > 0 such that whenever 
(Wext, W;nt) and (Wext, WiJntt) belong to ~ p  A ~ c  with 
W[nt(t ) = " ,, Wint(t ) for t ~< to then W(n t : Win t. This prop- 
erty means that none of the interconnection variables 
remains free in an interconnected system which meets 
the ~¢~ control objective ( ~ .  Thirdly, any of the 
controllers, Eq. (5.13), admit inpu%output represen- 
tations by means of a proper or a non-proper transfer 
function. 

Remark 5.12. In this paper the formalization of the 
J f ~  control objeOive involves the introduction of 
an indefinite inner product (.,.)Q where Q E ~qxq 
is a symmetric-indefinite matrix. In Ref. [27] it 
is advocated that performance requirements are 
better expressed in terms of quadratic differential (or 
difference) forms Q : E2(7/, ~q) --+ [~ defined by 

n 

Q(w) := Z (aiw"TJW)Q,/' 
i , j -I  

where Qij E ~qxq is a symmetric matrix for i,j = 
1,. . . ,  n. An alternative formulation for the 24'~ con- 
trol problem is then obtained by putting 

~max : {W E ~rnax [ ~e > 0 such that 

Q(w)>~e(w,w)} 

in Eq. (4.2d). This avoids extending the signal space 
with differentials (or differences) of external variables 
although it is not essentially more general. 

Remark 5.13. The theory developed here allows for a 
straightforward generalization to continuous time dy- 
namical systems. Consider the class of  systems whose 
laws take the form of ordinary differential equations. 
That is, let O E NXq[z] be a polynomial matrix and 
consider the equation 

O(d/dt)w = 0. (5.15) 

The shorthand O(d/dt) is used to refer to the polyno- 
mial differential operator O(d/dt) = ~iLO Oi(d/dt) i 
and we call the solution set, i.e., the set of all 
w E 5¢~°c([R, Nq) for which Eq. (5.15) holds in the 
sense of  distributions, the behavior associated with O. 
Let [1_ q denote the set of all systems 2; = (N, Nq,,~) 
whose behavior can be represented in this way. The 
representation results of Theorems 3.2 and 5.1 then 
remain valid if the function spaces (2, (+ and ~ 2  are 
understood as their continuous time analogues and if 

is interpreted as the usual Laplace transform ofw. If  
Assumption 5.4 is replaced by the assumption that 
Oext and Oint have, respectively, full row and full 
column rank in the closed right-half complex plane 
(including the point at infinity) then all results of 
Section (5) remain valid for the continuous-time ~uf~ 
control problem. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper the general ~¢f~ control problem has 
been formalized in a behavioral setting and it has been 
shown that ~o~ optimal controllers can be synthe- 
sized using J-spectral factorizations. The ~ control 
problem which has been studied here involves an en- 
tire symmetric treatment of system variables and de- 
parts from the prevailing input-output formalization 
of this problem. The idea to view "control" as impos- 
ing restrictions on a distinguished set of interconne- 
ction variables turned out to be useful to formalize 
general control objectives. We specialized such a set- 
ting to the ~ control problem and a parametriza- 
tion is given of all controllers that achieve a . ~  
control objective. This parametrization involves two 
J-spectral factorizations. 

Although the relation between J f ~  control, Nehari 
problems and J-spectral factorization theory is well 
known [6, 7, 12, 13], this paper provides a concep- 
tual advantage in that no assumptions are made on 
input-output decompositions of the interconnection 
variables and on the causality structure of plant and 
controller. 
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